Physicians ENERGY Success
Experience
Share With
For Yourself
Your Patients
DOUBLE Win-Win
For You +Your Practice!
THAT WAS THEN:
“Everyone has some idea about the ‘Will to Live.’ … Exactly how this emotive force translates
into biologic stamina is not scientifically certain. … We can’t measure the will to live,
guarantee it, or even be sure of our own until it’s provoked.”
The Meaning of Health: The Experience of a Lifetime, by Gary Allan Ratson
(Nurses) “can’t measure caring and intuition and other tools of medicine. They can’t measure
“Will to Live,” but I’ve seen it make all the difference in a patient’s getting well or dying.”
New Yorker Magazine – article by 15-year nurse Terry Daniels

THIS IS NOW:
“Will to Live” ~ Knowable, Measurable ~ Expand to 100%

Then...
Over time, “energy baggage” builds up
in a person’s mind, body and spirit.
This leads to declining health on all
levels. Life energy and the “Will to
Live” seem destined to move to lower
and lower levels, until there is no “life”
left worth living!

Now...
Energy Essentials perfected a program
called “Personal ENERGY Success.”
This series empowers individuals to be
in control of their personal energy and
vitality.

Experience It For Yourself!
“Physicians ENERGY Success”
Energy Essentials gifts a complimentary session for you to personally experience
energy measuring. This takes only a few minutes – no clothing-removal or “hopping on
the table.”
You’ll be one of the first physicians to experience this powerful energy “technology.”
You’ll be eager to share this colossal advance with your patients.
Your patients are interested in a wide variety of modalities for health improvement and
maintenance. You can be among the first to offer this powerful technique… One that offers demonstrable, measurable information on an aspect of health that – up until just a
few years ago – had been considered unknowable.

Imagine how this positions YOU as a leader in your field and your community!

CONTACT: ME.Rivera@Verizon.net

